
Hand-
nailing 
tricks

I own half a dozen pneumatic 
nailers in various gauges. They’re 
my go-to tools for slamming 

nails into framing lumber and for 
installing trim quickly and without 
leaving what my old helper Rob 
used to call “elephant tracks” from 
my hammer on the wood. But I 
still pull the hammer out of my tool 
belt to hand-drive nails on occasion. 
Sometimes it’s the best or even the 
only way; for example, when work-
ing with hardwood trim, a nail gun 
can get you into trouble. More than 
once, I’ve had those thin pneumatic 
nails follow the grain of, say, really 
expensive quarter-sawn white oak, 
and blow out through the face of 
the jamb to which I’m nailing cas-
ing. With a hand-driven nail, I’d 
have noticed the angle of the nail 
changing as it began to follow the 
grain and would have been able to 
prevent that disaster. 

Other times, it’s less trouble to 
hand-nail a small job than to haul 
out the nailer, compressor, and 
hose, and then put them all away 
again. And finally, particularly 
when working on my own house, 
I sometimes hand-nail just because 
I like to swing a hammer. If work 
isn’t inherently satisfying, you’re 
doing something wrong. 

The key factor in driving any nail 
is to swing the hammer so that the 
shaft of the nail is tangent to the 
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1 Blunt it. Modern hand nails wedge wood 
fibers apart, but a blunt tip will cut the 

fibers, lessening the chance of a split. Hold 
the nail with the tip out, and strike it. This 
blunts the tip and divots the wood, too.

2 drill a pilot. Predrilling can be time well 
spent if it avoids splits. Use a bit that’s 

slightly smaller in diameter than the nail, and 
only drill in two-thirds of the nail length to 
ensure holding power. 

3 Lube it up. Running a finish nail over a 
block of wax makes it drive more easily 

and with less likelihood of bending. In a 
pinch, run the nail through your hair or over 
your nose to pick up body oils. 

TIpS foR BETTER dRIvINg

4 Reinforce the nail. The extra resistance 
when penetrating hardwood makes it 

easy to bend nails. Squeezing the shank of 
the nail tightly between your fingers as you 
hammer helps keep it from bending. 
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Choosing  
a hammer
When I first framed a house, we 
hand-nailed everything. I used a 
22-oz. waffle-head hammer with a 
long handle that would sink a 16d 
common in two or three shots. 
It had a straight claw that could 
be driven into the end of a piece 
of lumber to aid in picking it up. 
When trimming, I switched to a 
16-oz. smooth-faced, curved-claw 
hammer. The main advantage of 
the curved claw, if you ask me, 
is that it’s less likely to ding up 
something that it brushes against 
while hanging from my belt. But 
today, I use a 12-oz. smooth-faced 
titanium hammer for everything. 
There’s an advantage to only hav-
ing to be familiar with one ham-
mer. Still, hammer technology 
is always improving, and there 
are options aplenty. For more on 
choosing, check out “Hammered”  
in FHB #248.

hammer’s arc. If you paid atten-
tion in high-school geometry, you’ll 
remember that when a circle’s tan-
gent line intersects with its diam-
eter, they are perpendicular. That 
means that when the head of your 
hammer strikes the nail, the nail’s 
shaft should be at a right angle 
to the hammer’s handle. Get this 
wrong, and the nail bends. 

In order to get this right, keep 
your eye on the head of the nail and 
hold the hammer a comfortable dis-
tance down the handle. Sometimes 
the nail bends anyway, but you 
can usually just tap it straight. For 
minor bends, simply adjusting the 
hammer swing to be tangent to the 
bent nail is often enough to con-
tinue driving without interrupting 
the rhythm of the work. 

Andy Engel is a carpenter and a 
former Fine Homebuilding editor. 
Photos by Rodney Diaz.
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2 Use the dimple. Many finish nails have 
dimpled heads to seat a nailset. Align the 

nailset with the nail’s shaft, and keep your 
eye on where it meets the nail so you can be 
sure the nail is setting straight.

3 Or cover the 
nail. Nails 

aren’t the quality 
they were in the 
pre-nail-gun era, 
and some finish 
nails lack the 
dimpled head. In 
this case, use a 
larger diameter 
nailset that covers 
the entire head of 
the nail. 

1 Line up 
the edges. 

When nailing 
together 
stud posts or 
beams, it’s 
common for 
the edges 
not to align. 
Toe-nail a 
16d common 
through the 
overhanging 
member to 
drive it flush.

1Surface protection. When perfection is 
paramount, start the nail with a few taps, 

then slip a notched shim or piece of lath  
around the nail to protect the surface material. 

ONE fOr ThE framErS
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To see a video on these hand-nailing techniques, 
visit FineHomebuilding.com/magazine.
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